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What, I don’t get asked until book 3?

If you had told me five years ago that someday thousands of people would get their daily 

amusement by watching two drunken Swedes learn broken internet English by drawing 

a comic about video games and porn, I would have phoned the police. Now, however, 

that you have proven yourself to be a most sagacious trend-spotter (and I know it was 

You, because You are reading this now), I am instead going to take this already proven, 

successful formula and pitch it to Fox as a new reality series.

Of course, Christian and Mr.Madsen will get nothing from the deal because they have 

never done this: Little Gamers™. See what I did just there? I trademarked Little 

Gamers™ and it’s now mine. I also have a lawyer, and all they have is a freezer full of 

half-empty vodka bottles. 

I do understand that these particular artists have little respect for that symbol, or 

that other dreaded symbol, the copyright. In fact, I owe those two, and the country of 

Sweden in general, for introducing me to thepiratebay.org - a site I only use to download 

public domain materials, like legal forms. I have a very nice collection of them. 

At least they put their money (or lack thereof, suckers!) where their mouths are because 

they always simultaneously publish their books free for download. In fact, that’s most 

likely how you are reading this right now, you cheapskate. Well don’t worry, now that I 

own the rights, that practice will stop. 



 

While I’m at it, I think I’ll take the Cute Ninja™ too. How easy was that? I have to 

say, it’s so very satisfying to profit off two drunks that lack my fine legal acumen. That 

deadly little rascal will soon decorate Happy Meals and cans of bug spray the world 

round. 

Last but not least, I should make sure and grab that other icon of the comic, and 

possibly the most intelligent character, the Poking Stick™. Oh, yes. I’m sure the 

Pentagon will pay a pretty penny for the use of that fine bit of technology. Just this 

weekend I used one to topple a small baby that was attempting to walk. Such fun! 

Where was I? Oh, right... If Christian and Mr.Madsen publish this book, I will sue them.

Love,

Duke Ferris

Publisher, Game Revolution



Woo! Here is the forward-text!

The first thing you need to know about the Little Gamers dudes is that they are Swedish. 

This means they dress better than you, have nicer haircuts and sunglasses than you, and 

speak English with much more interesting accents than you.

The second thing you need to know about the Little Gamers dudes is that they can 

drink you under the table. Often the “drink” part of this equation will consist of bizarre 

Swedish schnapps (seriously, who the hell drinks dill-flavored booze?!) and the “table” 

will actually be a pile of passed-out Japanese comics moguls. But that’s another story...

one that I probably can’t relate without getting Pontus and Christian sent to Guantanmo 

for “questioning.”

The third thing you need to know about the Little Gamers dudes is that they do an 

online comic-strip called Little Gamers, which you presumably already know if you have 

bothered to read this far so why the hell am I even bothering to write this. Seriously, if 

it weren’t for those damned blackmail photos of me and those Algerian chicks* I would 

never have agreed to do this foreword.

So anyway! Little Gamers is an adorable comic strip about cute little Illustrator cartoons 

who repeatedly insult, assault, and ridicule one another. Madsen and Christian have 

been doing this whole “inter-net comic-strip humor-site” thing much longer than I have 

and can rightly be considered pioneers of the art-form (mainly because if I say enough 

nice things about them they will agree not to tell the story of what happened to me in 

their hotel bathroom at Otakon 2006).



Madsen and Christian have been kind enough to guide me through the trials, travails, and drunken 

revelry of two San Diego Comic-Cons and one Otakon now. They are truly superb people to share a 

convention table with, not least of all because listening to people speaking Swedish next to you all 

day is extremely relaxing, even if they’re just talking about that hot chick in the Catwoman outfit 

who just walked by. Their hospitality makes conventions vastly more enjoyable, and their comic strip 

makes the Internet vastly more juvenile and entertaining.

It is my sincere wish that you will enjoy this book! It is Madsen and Christian’s sincere wish that you 

will give them money for this book! So you should probably do both.

And don’t drink the dill schnapps.

J. Jacques

www.questionablecontent.net

*: Pontus says they were Bactrian camels but I’m pretty sure they were Dromedaries.



Sweden.
The Land of Mystery.

Ah Sweden. A Land of Mystery. A land where, with a 

little luck, all your dreams can become a reality.

Or is it?

Scholars and Scientists have long tried to work 

out the magical properties of Sweden, with nary a 

smidgeon of success. Is it merely a place of hope 

and wonder, or does it have a darker, more insidious, 

hidden nature? To understand these questions (and 

others) we must first look at the land itself. The land 

to which the name “Sweden” has been given.

The first thing that will strike you 

about the geography of Sweden is 

it’s shape. Nay a shrinking violet 

of a peninsula, rather flacid penal 

organ, awaiting majestic and glorious 

erection at any time. As incredible 

a spectacle as Sweden’s amazing 

phallic construction may be, ‘tis 

but a shadow of what once was. 

Incomplete, not whole, unfufilled, 

lacking thereof of testes. You see, it times long ago, 

Sweden was not merely a country. Nay, ‘twas an 

Empire! And within 

 
 

the dominion of this Empire, lay the country known 

to us now as Finland. Combined, the two formed a 

majestic organ, worthy of kings.

Incredible, I’m sure you agree. 

Perhaps this genital shapery 

has caused a nationwide 

penis fixation within the local 

populus, resulting in their world 

renowned virility. To be sure, we 

must now examine the people 

of whom I speak. The Swedes.

Yes, the Swede. Quarter human, Quarter turnip, 

Half porn star. To better understand the Swedes and 

their curious ways, we will have to examine a few 



“famous” Swedes.

1: Dolph Lundgren

A huge, hulking, blonde mountain of a man. He 

killed Apollo Creed, and thus is certifiably hard. He 

was also He-Man, but we don’t talk about that.

2: Ace of Bass

Terrible 90’s band. All that they wanted was another 

baby, but alas, it was not to be.

3: Sven-Göran Eriksson

Former England Football Manager. Legendary Libido. 

A true hero to all of Sweden.

4: Ulrika Jonsson

Television Presenter in the UK. Notably had an affair 

with sex machine, Sven-Göran Eriksson and also 

punched in the face by Stan Collymore.

Also ABBA and Alfred Nobel or something, but they 

are unimportant!

So what can we feasibly surmise from this? Firstly, 

all Swedes are tall and blonde. Any deviation from 

this genetic make-up indicates polution from a filthy, 

unpure outside source that must be purged via way 

of voilence. Secondly, all Swedes have voracious 

sexual appetittes that mere mortals cannot hope to 

appease. And lastly, all Swedes are made of Turnip.

And thusly, Little Gamers. It is from Sweden. It is 

made by Swedes. These Swedes live in a country 

that looks like a penis. One isn’t blonde enough, and 

should be eliminated. It is about Videogames.

Enjoy!

Dave Cheung

www.chugworth.com



Fuck the internet.
Fuck it in the ear.



13Madsen: Madsen: Fuck, it’s already time for more comments? :( Does anyone even read these? I know I don’t... stop reading this, yeah, you!
Christian: Sweet another book! Let me just go get my shotgun and chew on it.



14 Madsen: Ok, so you didn’t stop, well.. I guess I’ll have to continue commenting then eh? Alright. That up there is stand-in-for-Christian “Pola”. 
Christian: I need heavy medication to get through this. (and/or loads of alcohol)



15Madsen:  I have no idea how many times Christian has been to Japan IRL, but it must be a decade if you add all the trips together. If he calls home, actually 
he never does. Christian: I’ve been to japan... 4... or... 5... i dunno, a bunch of times. I used to live there for a while, Moto-Azabu FTW!



16 Madsen: Yeah, that storyline was a classic. I meant the Megatokyo one.
Christian: We love megatokyo, we never read it, but love it.



17Madsen: The green dude from Comet7! :D One of the best pixelated comics out there, no doubt. 
Christian: The what the who now ?



18 Christian: Madsen always loves it when i go to japan, we will go together someday and it will be the day japan explodes.
Madsen: Xbox and PC are the same things you know.. Both my xbox and my PC(s) actually broke shortly after this comic.. I laughed at their funeral. 



19Madsen: The first comic on this page was actually the first shirt we printed, for Otakon 2003.. or 2004.. can’t really remember. Anyway, first shirt, in black and 
white on red or yellow. So now you know, useless fact #25452 about Little Gamers.



20 Madsen: Oh, good old TeeWars.
Christian: Nothings gone wrong with the book yet, /o/



21Christian: We want to sell out so bad but we suck at it. Disney, WB, Haliburton.. if anyone with $5million is reading this, call me, let’s make a deal.



22 Madsen:Damn I wish I was single, or at least living on my own.. you’d have time to play cool games like EVEonline forever and ever, and never get layed.
Google: Did you mean: laid?



23Madsen: Penny Arcade dropped out from Otakon 2003 (or 2004?), really made me sad. Since then Gabe has started to loathe us, and we’ll never know why.
Christian: Loathing is for people with balls, gabe can at most dislike us. ;)



24 Madsen: Can’t believe I actually wore that pink bunny suit infront of 2.000 people at the Mega Tokyo panel at Otakon O.o;



25Christian: I missed out on Otakon that year... 2003 i think. I was drunk.... IN TOKYO!



26 Madsen: Pola was never seen again.. not until the sequel was realeased that is.



27Madsen: Me and Bill “Tha clit” Clinton, we be wookie-pimps anydayz... fo’ realz. Word to yo mum.
Christian: He keeps bringing up my mother like this and i don’t like it.



28 Christian: I do suck at math, horribly.



29Madsen: We once had a little poll on our site, which we changed twice/week. After this poll, we removed it from the site.



30 Madsen: Die Pikachu!
Christian: GO BUKKAKEMON! Gotta catch them all!



31Christian: Madsen is faking a communist stance, until you ask him to share HIS money.
Madsen: Yeah, we (me and the not so capitalistic sunnovbitches) won. No Euro-dollar for Sweden. Suck it! :)ß



32 Madsen: I actually think this storyline was written waaaaaaaay before it was published. When we grew up, I kind of had bad breath a lot. Mainly due to the fact 
that I drank 2 liters of minlk/day and smoked way to much. Nowadays I don’t drink milk at all, well, not that much. So I’m guessing the ladies will come soon.



33Christian: The bad breath can be explained with a 4 letter word... C-O-C-K.
Madsen: The bad breath thing WAS true (many many years ago -_- ...), but this whole bubble-thing is just not true at all -_-;...



34 Madsen: Gum-joke is from when we got 300 packs.. turns out that “overconsumption can have laxiative effect“.. go figure.
Christian: It’s true!



35Madsen: I had to google how to delete stuff in Terminal.



36 Christian: Teh valve thing... but it was a pretty god game.
Madsen: But you can use those lies online without any problems. In fact, I used that last night, twice on the same person.



37Christian: I’d like three of those p-rostitutes, bill the corporate account!



38 Madsen: Yesba Oner, the guy who gave me my first real job. Much thanks to that guy for more or less starting my career.
Christian: I taught you everything you know and this is how you repay me!? It saddens me.



39Madsen: I’d choose dark side any day! They have better burritos.



40 Madsen: Jesus christ, that whole incident with my GF and that color-thing was insane, I still tease her for that.
Christian: I’d go for “that-time-of-the-month-red”.



41Madsen: Don’t know why, but a flower quoting Madonna is pure gold to me. Liquid gold xD
Christian: Yeah... liqu..... EEEWWW!



42 Madsen: Space reserved for future funnies.
Christian: See how he stole my comment from the last book? look it up, page 42.



43Madsen: Matrix.. blergh!
Christian: I kinda like the matrix... just like i like Justin Timberlake.



44 Madsen: Marcus has no pron on his server, he actually doesn’t even have a server. But if he did, the pron he’d be hosting would be no pron of mine.



45Christian: Man, i love playing those character creation mini-games, they are soo awesome!
Madsen:  Silent comedy, also called “British comedy”.



46 Madsen: Fuck, only page 46! O.o
Christian: I know :(



47Christian: Man, these FFXI comics i don’t get because i got bored with the game after a month.
Madsen: That’s because you are a unicorn-homo



48 Madsen:  I so love FFXI. Been what? 4 years now? And I’m still playing.. one of the nicest and warmest MMORPG out there.



49Madsen: Mr. Santa-dude to the rescue!
Christian: Heathens!



50 Madsen:  <this space intentionally left blank>, just like page 50 in book #2.



51Christian: Man even i remember that tree shit battle, that made me quit playing.
Madsen: All you people who play FFXI, remember that treant-battle for outpost warping? I SURE DO #%&* !!



52 Madsen: Christopher Byron, I’m sending you a copy of this book.
Christian: Who reads the NY post?



53Madsen: The “suave” story is actually why I now call my right hand “root”.. and my left is called “access“.. think about that for a while.



54 Madsen: Damnit, people keep emailing me while I’m trying to do these comments.. brb.. you’ll have to take over for a while Christian.



55Christian: These comment things are stupid, whoever came up with them should be dragged out in the street and shot. Or at least have to play bukkakemon on 
the next school play.



56 Christian: And cue the gay musical theme... Remember kids, brokeback mountain ain’t got nothing on us.



57Madsen: Sound of music is the shit, but Sinfest IS the shit :D



58 Madsen: This is the first “Madsen and Boyd talk politics“. Boyd is one of the people I’ve gotten to know over the years, really upstanding fellow :)
Christian: Boyd is a drug using hippe who I am pretty sure is a devil worshipper of the sixth degree. The man can even hold his liqour!



59Madsen: :(
Christian: :(



60 Madsen: There’s something about a NES and a PSone being horny that makes me tick.
Christian: And that there, friends, are the kinds of comments that make me happy i live a hours drive away from Madsen.



61Madsen: Jesus Christ man, adTech ad-systems.. what a bunch of lard. But when it’s implimented, it’s hell-a-sweet.
Christian: Haha, corporate shill!



62 Madsen: Some lucky guy actually got a case with 10 DVD’s in it filled with pron. He said he was my friend forever, yet he hasn’t mailed me since.



63Christian: Madsen would make an awesome campaign manager... for Stalin.



64 Madsen:  If I had a penny for everytime I stayed home sick or didn’t get any sleep because of a game-release.. I’d be poor, but I’d know how to get a quick
buck if I wanted.



65Madsen:  I start every morning with shooting some people in the face wearing my Britney Spears shirt.
Christian: Toooooooooooooooxic.....



66 Madsen: I hope the day comes when you can apply for job and get it based on your internet abilities and the size of your warez-disk ;)
Christian: I rue the day.



67Madsen: LONG LIVE THE TELETUBBIES.. trademarked by .. BBC?
Christian: They are trademarked by the DEVIL!



68 Christian: I like this storyline, we (madsen) should do more stuff like this.



69Madsen: Me experimenting with different views and such.. didn’t really work out as I had planned :(
Christian: Madsen is going all arty on us.



70 Madsen: Fuck that tenchu game, in the ass.. great graphics, cool idea/storyline... but NO FUCKING SAVESPOTS! >_<



71Madsen: And again, new “ways” to draw the comic.. didn’t really work out all that good.. and oh, I love that Virus-joke.. I’m a genius ;)
Christian: More artsy fartsy shit, did i tell you he’s just copy/pasting my characters?



72 Christian: I actually think Marcus had that signal for a long time.
2001: Yeah, until I called him up and asked for it back.



73Madsen: Christian, shouldn’t there be 3 comics on this page? You fuck up ;)
Christian: It’s not me! It’s the 2part comic on the next page.... YOU fuck up!



74 Madsen: Hah, this storyline is hilarious :)
Christian: I had to spell most of that comment above.



75Madsen: Longest storyline in the history of little gamers if I’m not mistaken :)



76 Madsen: Comic’s about when Fake Mike and Brad from London visited us in Sweden. We got to know these guys thru the comic more or less, and now we’re
very good friends.. god, I hope we are, otherwise when they read this, they’ll be all laughing and shit, and it will be a bit awkward.



77Madsen: Japanese people are always kinder, it’s a fact.. either that or they suck to much at english to actually insult you.
Christian: They pretty much suck, yes.



78 Christian: That is Pierre! Ze french lag-monkey!



79Madsen:  Heh, the quest for a “happy place”. This one was “inspired” by MegaTokyo’s “Sad Girl in Snow”.



80 Madsen: Don’t drop the soap! :)



81Christian: Caroline was so mad about that comic, until we stopped using her in the comic, and then she got even madder!



82 Madsen: I don’t really get that joke with Tycho there, I should get it since I wrote it.



83Madsen:  Heh, the comixpedia-drawings are making a comeback :)



84 Madsen: zZzzzz... you know what, comments eh? WRITE YOUR OWN!.. Oh! Good idea, for next year, I’m gonna make you readers write all teh comments :)
Christian: YES!



85Madsen: Marcus didn’t get the whole calling him gay with a soap-joke the first time around, hope he gets it this time.



86 Madsen: My man Garkin, wonder what happened to him.. is he still in the army? Anyone knows?



87Madsen: I’m really happy that Bush got to sit one more term. It will give him some time to win back the support he lacks. No, support from white trash hillbilly 
inbreed voters doesn’t count.



88 Christian: Where did you get that tank?
Madsen: I traced it. I’m a tracer.



89Madsen: Hangon, this storyline is actually longer that the other one! A NEW RECORD!



90 Madsen: Die pikachu, die. Have I said that before? Me bad.



91Madsen:  This was an attempt to crosspromote comics, didn’t work out so good, but it was fun doing :)
Christian: What is he talking about?



92 Christian: Hello?  Is this thing on... Can anyone hear me?



93Madsen:  That’s how I solve problems. When my GF is being a bitch for example, I just blow into her ear.



94 Madsen: POP ON A STICK! And yeah, we waited a long time for that Outrun game, and when it got here, it so totally blew.



95Christian: Man, isnt the book over yet? Btw, have you seen me fuck up yet? I THINK NOT!
Madsen: DemiGodz reprezent!



96 Madsen: *yawn*



97Madsen: See what I did there.. see.. I made a joke on your exspence :) (wow, that sentanse made no sense huh?)
Christian: I left that comment above unedited and in it’s original spelling, see how he creates a whole new language? Pure comedy.



98 Madsen: Go To 10. Go To The Ass!



99Madsen: I really like how that “Christian nailed to the roof” came out :)
Christian: That is some freaky shit!



100 Madsen:  If you can do filler comics, can you also do filler comments? Lets try!



101Madsen: No comment today, sorry, I’m busy jerking or something like that.
Christian: Jerking the jerkey jerk. Isn’t that like a hillbilly dance or something?



102 Madsen: No comment today, my dog ate the it.



103Madsen: .. hmmm.. one more comic missing?
Christian: No no no, duble trouble on the next page.



104 Christian: Oh, there was a comic missing on the previous page since this one was a “2-strip” comic.



105Christian: Hah, I love that middle comic, the finger is fun kids!



106 Christian: That there is Tim in the last comic, he makes C+A+D. We love Tim because he’s a great guy and has an iron liver which means he can keep up with us 
when we go out. Rumour has it he’s marrying some hollywood actress.. Madsen: Tim also loves the cock.



107Christian: This is the part of the book Madsen got bored and stopped writing comments so i have to to some fillers.



108 Madsen: I thought we were only doing 100 pages.. what the fuck?



109Christian: Go, look up fluffer on the internet but don’t come crying to me about the emotional pain.
Madsen: ‘Fluff me like a pillow’, not you, I meant that chick over there.



110 Christian: Fuck that dolphin!



111Madsen: Mexican joke? I knew I should had put subtitles on that one.



112 Madsen: YAY!!! NO MORE COMMENTS!! WOOOOOOT!!! See you next year? :)
Christian: Finally, next year we’ll have these auto generated by google queries.



113

End of book three.

For sexy pre-pop transvestites please call

555-Marcus-Love-Boat



114 Madsen: Oh yeah, these two comics are from when some lameass gave us a bad review.. but we’re above that shit nowadays.. 
and we’ve also got Comixpedia IP-banned..



115
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We would like to thank the following people for the support and/or inspiration this past year:

Square Enix, Brad/Eva/Alex/Mike, Vlad, Caroline, Madsen’s mother, Christians parents and family, Adobe, 

Jeff Rowland, Madsen’s dad (RIP), David Hasselhoff, Jerry Holkins (for at least talking to us), Steven Cloud, 

Liz Greenfield, Sean “I’m 200 years old, but I look like I’m 15“ Azzopardi, Joel “futureboy” Kitmiller for 

letting us violate his space once more, Peter Madsen, Hustler Club in Baltimore, Spellchecker, Meg from 

Nixon, Apple, John “I’m not caucasian,I’m Cockasian” Heaton His Wife Callie Heaton and his brother 

Thomas (we feel like we’re part of the family), Hamsterdamned, Antimere the gay man in the village, Dermo 

+ Gill + Ivan (the awesome) from Dublin, The Jew that draws GOATS, Mr. Jonti, Dayfreepress Crew, Anal-

baby family, Jeph Jaqueseeseque from QC (Did the Japanese like your penis?), Taka, Alexander Madsen, 

Kent and Scott from White Ninja, KPV/TNL, Ash Cumming(s) and Ash Young, Scott Johnson, Playahead for 

giving me (madsen) my (more or less) dreamjob, Dave Cheung, my right hand, Monica Rial, Miguel Rial and 

finally those filthy assistants at otakon...

Also, thank you for buying this book and supporting the comic for another year!

Sorry if we forgot someone, but some memories are... blurry
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What you see here is some of the fans that submitted their 
picture. This is our way of thanking our fans, by including 
them in the process.. thanks people! One Love!
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Dictionary:

Sometimes it can be hard to understand all those cool word the hip youngsters of the internet use, here’s a 

few words translated into regular old-people language to make you enjoy things like the internets and this 

book a bit more.

LOL
“Laughing out loud”.

ROFLMAO
“Rolling on floor laughing
my ass off”.

OMG
“Oh My God”, also the name of
a very poorly executed webcomic.

SOAB
“Shit on all bases”, the next
step in the evolution of the old
“All your base are belongs to us“

BSOD
Microsofts fault.

ROFLCOPTER
Some dickweed didn’t think
“roflmao” was enough.

PWN
Misspelling of the word “own”.

PWNTENDO
A Word to describe just how
much  nintendo pwns.

FAP FAP
It’s not the sound of the police,
that’s for sure.

WTF
“What the fuck“ or “What the
fudge“, depends on if you’re a
mormon or not.

FU
“Fuck You”.

FUT
“Fuck you too”, or the nickname of 
Marcus’ wiener.

OMGWTFBBQ
OMG + WTF + A typical American 
meal. Also a definition of how hard 
the toughest monster in FFXI is.

KEKE
The sound you make whe you laugh 
if you’re a retard.. either that or 
you’re misspelling “hehe”.

STFU
“Strap on that fucking Uggla“.

UGGLA
Swedish for “Dildo“

WENCH
Your mum.

FSCK
“File system check“, a command in 
Unix for searching your harddrives for 
pron. Used as “fuck” for profanity.

PRON
If you can’t figure this one out on your 
own, you’re an idiot.

PIR9
Even better than “PIR8”.

THE INTERNETS
Beginner’s part of the web.

C-WORD
Despite what you think, in The United 
Kingdom, it’s “Cabbage“.








